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Abstract
Summer administrators are feverishly tasked with developing new and innovative strategies to
increase student enrollment. Competing priorities have influenced the increase in online course
oﬀerings and, in turn, the need for greater campus utilization. With numerous constraints around
college campuses during the summer, there is a need to further stimulate buy-in to create change.
This article examines a case study of an initiative spearheaded by the Summer START program
at North Carolina State University that achieved this through increased student engagement. The
creation of the certificate took the collaboration of numerous oﬃces, and it increased student support programming by 400% during the summer of 2014.
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“If you build it, they will come.” This novel concept was made popular in the late 1980s classic film “Field of Dreams,” and summer administrators know it is no easy undertaking. These
administrators are feverishly tasked with developing new and innovative strategies to increase
student enrollments. With greater access and portability of online courses, as well as cheaper
options closer to home, successfully utilizing campus space over the summer is a major concern.
As constant budget constraints are becoming the norm, universities are also seeing an increase in
the presence and influence of conference services or other auxiliary departments during summer months. This paradigm shift has, in many cases, led to higher prices for room, board, and
other services during summer sessions than in the Fall and Spring semesters, deterring students
from summer enrollment. A case study of a new initiative at North Carolina State University
(NC State), a large public research institution, explores opportunities to combat these challenges
through student engagement.
The real question now seems to be, what exactly are we trying to build? With the current emphasis on career readiness and student experience outside the classroom, students must quantify and
package their experiences and accomplishments. The need to help develop a student’s skills and
awareness is a high priority for the career sector, advanced degree a ainment, and the individual
student. NC State sought to explore this growing trend and student need, prompting it to explore
the relevance of student engagement during summer sessions.
Packaging a summer session experience that would be meaningful for both the student and the
university proved challenging. Perceiving limited resources and lack of student interest, student
aﬀairs oﬃces and departments were not inclined to collaborate. This paper discusses the eﬀorts
of NC State to pilot the Certificate of Achievement in Leadership and Wellness during the Summer II five-week session, by breaking down the “Talk and Don’t” culture. With limited resources
and staﬃng during the summer months, the initiative was achieved through building collaboration across units—often a challenging task. Packaging each oﬃce’s programs together created
what appeared to students as a purposeful robust summer session with diverse opportunities to
engage and explore.

Certificate of Achievement in Leadership and Wellness
In an eﬀort to provide students with engaging co-curricular opportunities both in and outside
the classroom, a certificate of achievement was developed for summer 2015. The certificate of
achievement was piloted with a group of 265 new incoming students participating in a summer
transition program entitled Summer START. The pilot group consisted of students from all academic colleges and a large variety of majors, forming a sample that served as a microcosm of the
university population in terms of ability, diversity, and academic level.
The Certificate of Achievement in Leadership and Wellness, a non-credit, co-curricular opportunity, was designed to educate students on making informed and healthy decisions for more balanced lives as individuals and students. The certificate consisted of 25+ programs, representing
varied facets of leadership and wellness as they relate to the campus community. To obtain the
Certificate of Achievement in Leadership and Wellness, students were required to a end a foun-
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dational workshop, Defining Wellness, and seven topic-specific workshops, speaking to each of the
seven dimensions of wellness (see Appendix A). In addition, students had to provide meaningful
reflections for each workshop and a final student success plan.
Through the certificate, students were introduced to personal and academic strategies for success
through a deeper understanding of leadership and wellness. The seven dimensions of wellness
outlined by Health Services at NC State were used as the foundation: social, spiritual, occupational, physical, environmental, intellectual, and emotional (see Appendix B).
With the aim of addressing these dimensions, Summer START worked closely with campus
partners to develop intentional and meaningful programs for students. Through 25+ programs,
several speaking to multiple dimensions, students were able to choose what interested them most
within that aspect of leadership and wellness. Physical wellness was explored through collaboration with University Recreation, University Dining, and Health Services. Environmental wellness
was explored through outdoor and service-related opportunities. Occupational wellness was explored through collaboration with the Career Development Center. Emotional and spiritual wellness were explored through collaboration with the Counseling Center. Intellectual wellness was
explored through collaboration with Multicultural Student Aﬀairs, Undergraduate Research, and
Leadership Development. Social wellness was explored through a variety of formal and informal
programs developed by professional staﬀ, resident advisors, and mentors.
The final element of the certificate was the development of a student success plan (see Appendix
C). This was designed, under the direction of NC State’s strategic plan, to ensure students would
make timely progress toward graduation and be oﬀered educational opportunities that inspired
them to lead, serve, challenge, take responsibility, and build problem-solving skills for engaging
with complex issues. The student success plan asked students to reflect on their interests, experiences, and future aspirations, and to develop a detailed outline to address these aspects as well
as their short- and long-term goals. Required components included a personal mission statement,
several SMART goals (specific, measurable, a ainable, relevant, and timely), and a proposed
evaluation plan. This plan was designed to be a living document that students could continue to
update and modify, using it to track their progress at NC State and beyond. By being asked to
think critically about their personal and academic goals as incoming freshmen, students could
begin to develop the skills needed to identify interests, set goals, and create opportunities for a
successful student experience.

Challenges
“Think and Do” has been NC State’s marketing campaign for the past two years. However, with
what is known about the challenges of summer sessions, change is hard to come by. One of the
main constraints for summer co-curricular programming is new student orientation. Orientation
is responsible for reserving most of the large meeting rooms throughout the summer and requires
many student aﬀairs oﬃces to participate in facilitating programming. Due to this engagement,
many oﬃces will respond that they do not have the time or capacity to facilitate programming
during the summer. Another hindrance is the lack of graduate assistants (GA) during the summer,
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as many appointments run from fall to spring. With student aﬀairs oﬃces experiencing shortages
in time and space due to orientation, and staﬀ reductions due to the lack of GA contracts, there can
be a lack of motivation to oﬀer programming.
Funding and creating buy-in are equally as taxing. An important reminder for campus partners
that operate in part by student fees is that these fees are also charged to summer-enrolled students.
As summer professionals, it is our ethical responsibility to highlight the amount of fees generated
over the summer months and to push for student services and opportunities equivalent to those
oﬀered in the traditional academic year.
Once you get past the initial challenges of diminishing resources and creating initial buy-in and
are able to sit down and meet, it is common for meetings to be inactive and noncommi al, an
obstacle not easily overcome. The “Talk and Don’t” culture is meeting for the sake of meeting,
a concept too often experienced by higher education professionals. With our time taxed by additional responsibilities due to limited staﬃng, a meeting that fails to accomplish its objective(s) is a
waste of both time and money. To combat unproductive meetings, eﬀorts should be made to ensure meetings are purposeful, focused, and enjoyable. Meetings should also involve key decision
makers and have achievable action items. It is often beneficial to begin with an end goal in mind,
but with any proposal that requires collaboration, a vision must be set forth to create buy-in from
the constituency. Without buy-in, meetings become stagnant, with no clear outcome or means of
accomplishing the goals set forth in the vision.

Opportunities for Collaboration
Aside from gaining credibility, trust, and an administrative mandate, there are many diﬀerent
ways to create buy-in for new initiatives through meaningful collaboration across units. The
following subsections oﬀer some approaches for creating buy-in.

Tie to Strategic Plan or Mission Statements
First and foremost, any new initiative should be founded in strengthening the university as a
whole through ties to the overall strategic plan. When working across oﬃces or departments, it
is often diﬃcult to get everyone on the same page. With diﬀering personality types, theoretical
leans, and motivations, finding common ground is at times the only way to move forward. In
working to define the needs and vision of the initiative, it is important to align outcomes with the
mission of the oﬃce or department that is being asked to partner, in conjunction with the overall
strategic plan for the university. Showing potential partners they are important to the success of
the initiative, and allowing them to claim that success as part of their contributions to the university, positions the initiative as a win-win.
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Experts Sharing Their Expertise
Pride. How pride is focused can be a strength or a weakness. Showing others how they can be
acknowledged as leading contributors to the success of a new initiative can be an alluring factor.
This is where the vision comes in. With an initiative that has a specific need in which a specific
oﬃce is seen as the campus expert, the desire is for them to facilitate. If you are having issues
convincing oﬃces to participate, acknowledging and praising their expertise in relation to a given
initiative can contribute significantly to their contribution. There is a dark side to this as well:
other oﬃces may be discussing the topic at hand, making for a competitive environment of expertise. Such pressure at times frustrates the targeted oﬃce and can push them to participate, as they
regard themselves as the “experts.” Either way, it is a win-win for both parties.

Strength in Numbers
Strength in numbers is twofold: qualitative data and asking for involvement within group meetings in which the majority of the group is already on board. Data provide the best weapon in
the academic environment. Collecting data regarding the need for which the initiative is being
developed can lead the charge. Aligning strategic plans and relevant data to the new initiative
has greater probability of garnering university-wide support.

Back-Scratching
The old adage, “I’ll scratch your back if you scratch mine” is relevant here. To bring up the budget issue again, oﬃces are always looking for the cheapest help possible. A favor for a favor is
a tactic that can benefit both sides. Back-scratching, in this case, can be considered in a separate
light as well. If you know that meeting the request will entail increased work for the other oﬃce,
there may be an opportunity to oﬀer assistance with the workload. Also, or alternatively, can the
process be set for a specific time when the oﬃce is typically slow, or can employees be crosstrained to help create or update each other’s processes? Being able to show the partnering oﬃces
that there is an understanding of increased workload, but there is also the intention to limit it as
much as possible through shared knowledge and responsibility, gives the oﬃce asking an air of
understanding and credibility.
Overall, there are many diﬀerent approaches to creating buy-in, and how these look diﬀers
within the scope and feasibility of each university. In whatever ways these strategies are modified
to fit the institution, this is a critical step that takes both time and energy. To create a meaningful
experience for the students and the university as a whole, especially during the summer session,
this step must be a priority.

Implications for Practitioners
As mentioned previously, collaboration is the key to any new initiative, especially during the
summer sessions, when resources are limited. Building strong relationships across campus is
critical to any type of cross-departmental program initiative. The following are several key tips
for administrators to build such relationships.
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The Four Ps of Partnership
For the purposes of increasing student enrollment and engagement during summer sessions,
collaboration is a critical element to achieving success in any program development initiative.
Once buy-in is created through the previously listed methods and opportunities, it is important
to foster the relationships created through collaboration, creating expanded opportunities in the
future. Partnerships and solid working relationships are more easily fostered when you show
Purpose, Provide, give a Personal touch, and Praise.

Purpose
Before reaching out to create a partnership, you must establish a clear purpose and reason for
contact. As previously mentioned, aligning your need for partnership to the strategic plan or the
oﬃce’s expertise (or both) shows strong purpose for coming together and a compelling need for
the oﬃce to participate.

Provide
One cannot promise a cake and expect others to be satisfied with receiving a crumb. Through the
process of creating buy-in, promises will be made and action items given. If promises are made
and then not fulfilled, the result is a work environment without trust, leading to the collapse of
the working relationship. Taking the extra step to ensure that trust and respect are sustained is
imperative to a strong partnership.

Personal Touch
Bulk emails and long checklists are an easy way to disengage collaborators. Working together
to accomplish a goal, in which everyone should benefit, requires the understanding that personal check-ins are important to track progress but also to maintain morale. Each individual
in the collaboration should understand they are an important part of the success and that their
opinion is highly valued.

Praise
One person cannot take the credit for a collaboration. When publicly discussing anything that
deals with the initiative, it is important to stress that it was a team eﬀort. If you are in a leadership
role, praise individuals to their direct supervisor. This speaks to the personal touch by going the
extra mile. Additionally, humility and praising others further help garner respect and trust.

Conclusion
Creating buy-in and gaining campus support for summer initiatives is often not easy. With
the challenges unique to summer-session models, diﬀerent strategies for creating meaningful
collaboration must be explored. While these tips and strategies proved beneficial at NC State,
every institution holds unique opportunities for developing strong and supported initiatives.
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Creating enriching summer experiences oﬀers the potential for summer sessions to serve multiple purposes outside the classroom and, in turn, increase the appeal to students. It is our hope
that these concepts will assist in other a empts to increase student engagement and enrollment
through meaningful collaborations.
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Owen Hooper is currently the assistant director of innovative education at the University of South
Florida; previously, he was the coordinator of Summer START at North Carolina State University.
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Appendix C
USC 100 Final: Student Success Plan
Due: 7/31/14 at 12PM via Moodle
Purpose: NC State’s goal is to ensure that our students make timely progress toward an NC State degree
and, along the way, must provide educational opportunities that inspire them to lead, to serve, to challenge,
to take responsibility, and to build problem-solving skills for engaging in complex problems. Student success
looks diﬀerent for each student but is a holistic concept that ranges from academics to social to their professional life that is in constant development.
Much like a strategic plan for a business to set a path and grow, students can create a student success plan
to deﬁne and set goals for what they want to accomplish and set a path. By reﬂecting on what is important
to the student and future ambitions, students can work to create an outline for their experience semester by
semester to reach their short- and long-term goals.
Outline:
1. Create a Personal Mission Statement:
a. A personal mission statement is the beginning of your path to success. Think about where you want
to be in 4 years and write down those things that are important to that vision. While it will be vague,
craft a paragraph that sums it up that empowers that vision.
b. Example: The purpose of my mission here at NC State University is to develop: (a) lasting and
inﬂuential relationships, (b) a healthy lifestyle, and (c) strategies that support my learning to earn a
degree and career.
2. Set SMART Goals:
a. Now that you have your mission statement, create SMART goals for the fall that will lead to your success. When thinking about goals, remember they can be oﬀensive goals or defensive goals.
i. Oﬀensive: Setting up practices you know will lead to success—setting study times, setting a
certain amount of programs around a certain topic to attend, making faculty connections, etc.
ii. Defensive: Looking at yourself and your time on campus, you understand that there may be
some weaknesses; set goals to enrich areas in which you want to grow—eliminate wasted time
from schedule, balance social life, don’t overcommit, etc.
b. You should set goals that are aimed toward academics, student involvement, your social life, and
overall wellness.
c. Example: The ﬁve key elements to meet my speciﬁc mission include meeting with my advisor on
a biweekly basis to discuss academic strategies (e.g., test-taking skills, managing my time, and front
loading my Spring and Summer plans). I will be able to measure this goal by having all my assignments located on Google calendar, meeting with a speciﬁc academic tutor, and reviewing the
registration and records portal. This is an attainable goal for the ﬁrst eight weeks of each semester. I
will be able to notice a diﬀerence in my wellness because I am present in the classroom and with my
peers, and my grades will range from 88–98%.
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3. Evaluate Your Progress:
a. Now that you’ve set your goals, how do you know if you are on the right track? Evaluation is key
to making sure you are on the path to reaching your goals. You will need to have a reality check at
times to ﬁrst of all reﬂect and see if your goals have changed, but also reissue your personal challenge to push yourself to where you want to be.
b. Create an evaluation plan that includes when you will look back in on your progress (once a week/
month, etc.) and who is involved in the process (individual, mentor, friend, etc.). Be speciﬁc.

In addition to writing your student success plan, you need to complete a 2–3 page, double-spaced reﬂection on your time during Summer START. This reﬂection should include:
•

What were your perceptions when you arrived on campus and what have you learned over the summer session that has helped develop your student success plan?

•

What role does your personal identity and the diversity of campus play in your student success?

•

What are your speciﬁc strengths and weakness and how do you plan to further develop areas you
deﬁne as weaknesses?
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